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At the height of its success, Shakuni was being shown in many cinemas across India including Bombay, Delhi, Ahmedabad,
Kolkata, Hyderabad and Bangalore. "Shakuni" is a Telugu action film directed by Siva. It stars Parambrata Chatterjee in lead
role along with Anjali Patil, Mayuri Kango and Jayaprakash Reddy. Music is by Micky J Meyer while lyrics are written by
Chakravarthy. The film was released on 16 July 2008. The story of the film is based on an incident that took place in Hyderabad
during the Indian General Election 1997. This is a complete list of awards and nominations for this film.

'Shakuni' was released with 75 prints in Telugu states and 15 prints in Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and Kerala. The
film was released by Aditya Movies with a budget of Rs. 8.3 million (Rs. 8.30 million). The film collected Rs. 25 million (25
million) in its lifetime run at the box office.

The soundtrack features 8 songs composed by Micky J.Meyer (superhit music director) and Chakravarthy (lyrics). Music was
launched on 14 June 2008 at Taj Deccan, Hyderabad. Chakram won the "Best Background Score" award. Chakram won the
"Filmfare Award Best Background Music". Chakravarthy was nominated for Filmfare Award for Best Lyricist.

The film was released on DVD with Dolby Digital 5.1 surround sound and English subtitles, after 17 days of release. DVD
extras included deleted scenes with making, two songs in three different angles view and stills gallery.

Movie review site Sify's critic noted that Siva had given a gripping film that runs like a thriller novel with no loose ends. He said
it is an entertaining drama for either class audiences or mass audience due to its commercial elements. Other critics also praised
the movie for its built in pace and action that never flags.
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